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About This Game

BUILD YOUR OWN DREAM SKYSCRAPER

In "Mad Tower Tycoon" you can build your own skyscraper with more than 100 floors.
The classic construction gameplay leaves you all the freedom.

Rent offices, apartments or shops and build a financially lucrative skyscraper.
Build restaurants, cinemas, zoos or underground garages to satisfy your visitors.
There are countless ways to get the coveted "six-star award" for your skyscraper.

REALISTIC ELEVATORS
The waiting time should be increased? It should be avoided some floors?

No problem: the elevator system in "Mad Tower Tycoon" allows you different settings.
Avoid your visitors having to climb too many stairs or wait too long for the elevator.

RANDOM EVENTS
Not only dissatisfied tenants are causing you trouble.

A fire in the new office, an earthquake shakes your skyscraper or UFOs kidnap your tenants.
Different events provide variety and excitement.
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LEVEL SYSTEM
Complete daily missions and have good statistics to gain experience.

Earn skill points and unlock more than 50 skills.

DETAILED STATISTICS
You want to see which floors are dirty or where the noise is unbearable?

How many visitors came in the last 24 hours? Have I made a higher profit in the last 30 days?
The statistics and filters in "Mad Tower Tycoon" will give you a lot of information about the state of your skyscraper.
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Title: Mad Tower Tycoon
Genre: Indie, Simulation, Strategy, Early Access
Developer:
Eggcode
Publisher:
Eggcode
Release Date: 18 Oct, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP

Processor: Intel Core2 Duo 2.4Ghz or Higher / AMD 3Ghz or Higher

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: DirectX 10 compatible with 1GB or better

DirectX: Version 10

Storage: 2 GB available space

English,German,Italian,French,Turkish,Japanese,Simplified Chinese,Traditional Chinese
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Jumps exceeds my expectation.
Good music, Challenging difficullty, simple action and high relaxation.
Thank you Timothy.. Looks good, Runs smooth, Honestly don't even notice that its Japaness with english subtitles, but I'm used
to reading my J-RPG's dating back to Shining Force I & II.. Finally normal skin for Nomad. This game had given me a
horrorfied experience eventhough the I've played and get used to the first game. It has good soundtrack, easy to control and as
expected, it give you a chill down the spine with it slowpace gameplay like the previous games. Why by DLC for a game that is
dead and abandoned...?. Clickdraw is an addictive completely RNG western clicker game*he says.The only acceptable part
about this are the cards.Why is this garbage still on steam?!?!?!
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It's like binding of isaac, but a lot worse and duller. Developer is releasing updates almost daily! Talks with the community and
listens. The game is a mix of game dev tycoon but so much more advanced, even in it's early state.. I like that sh*tload of
colors.. Recommended to me by one of my Twitch Viewers. I'm so glad they convinced me. It has an incredible movement
system and a simple and strong aesthetic. The soundtrack is a perfect match to the visuals of the game as well. I've ran into a
few parts that were difficult to pass, but the satisfaction of smoothly beating the level makes it worth it. Please give it a try..
Puzzles 8/10
Dialogues 8/10
Graphics 7.5/10
Music 8/10
Gurls 7-9/10

philosopher's Ball 11/10. Generally, concept of simple racing game with low requirements appeals to me. This game can be
ideal for playing short sessions on notebook or even ultrabook (On my Dell Latitude E7240 game runs in 30fps on lowest).
Driving model is very simple (your car will never oversteer for example), so you can focus on racing, not fighting with car,
however it requiers some learning at the beginning.
Unfortunately there are very few players in online mode at this moment, so you'll more often compete with bots raather than
human players.
For me, this game is also too simple. Apart from actual racing you can choose server, car (18 models inspired by real supercars),
go to lobby and wait for race in practise mode. If somebody connect to your lobby you will race with him. If not - you will race
with bots. That's all. I think some simple tuning system would be nice addition.
Graphics is simple and legible, and that's all I can say about it.
Big plus for Linux version (working out-of-the-box)

Overall, "Simple Racing" has potential, but now it's unused due to very little content in game. I felt like playing tech demo rather
than full game. But it was solid tech demo, so if the author will continue developing it, the game become very enjoyable little
racing game for occasional playing in travel.. Film Noir inspired Adventure Game.

Graphics are simple. Soundtrack is great, Voice Acting is good. The Interface is very primitive (tip: highlighting is F1). Writing
is pretty good. Characters are ... interesting: lets just say that Characters are written to be "period appropriate". Puzzles aren't
exactly self obvious (I guess that is a good thing) - and could be accused of "pixel hunt".

This one is for Adventure Game veterans and Film Noir fans... Me, otherwise avoid.. I DO reccomend this game, it's
phenominal and well made! A patch is in the works for Windows 8.1/10; but overall, this game is AMAZING, the idea for it is
great, and the graphics are really good too. Do get this game, especially if you are a FNaF fan. As FNaF is over, this will be a
good temporary replacement in the horror genre.. purchase dint get the dlc

UPDATE 8-10:
NEW RELEASE - Fun new puzzle game
https://store.steampowered.com/app/909240/Fitzzle_Fearless_Sharks/

NEW DISCOUNTS - Check the discounts section
https://store.steampowered.com/curator/33045467-vtpublishing/

PUBLISHER PAGE - Follow for upcoming games and sales info
https://store.steampowered.com/curator/33045467-vtpublishing/. Game on Review! // Get ready for launch on November
29th!:
Greetings, users!

After such a long journey (one that is still far from over) we are excited to announce that we've already submitted our full
build of Broken Reality to Steam for review!

That, and the current state of our internal build, lead us to confidently announce that the game will be ready for sale on Steam on
November 29th!

After release, we will work on providing quality Mac and Linux builds through Steam, so expect those to be delivered before the
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end of the year!

We want to take a little moment to thank all users who have been giving us invaluable feedback these past few weeks. Your
passion, curiosity and downright thoroughness, helped us achieve the level of stability we dreamed of. Again, thank you from
the bottom of our hearts! <3

See you soon on the other side! ^_^

-DYNAMIC MEDIA TRIAD-. Patch 36 - Caverns of the Wild Patch!:

Caverns of the Wild –Patch Notes. Update (v1.2) - Bugs fixes, Trampoline SFX, Slight level changes:
Hello!

This update fixes a bunch of problems major and minor, and adjusts a few things:
- Fixed times not adding up correctly.
- Adjusted world unlock times as some people were finding it too difficult or "grindy".
- Added Trampoline "Boing" sound effect.
- Adjusted bridge on W1L10 to stop making the player do that annoying bounce.
- Super slight level changes.

Jumps has a Speedrun.com [www.speedrun.com] page, record yourself speedrunning the game, and submit it there to compete
for ultimate bragging rights! ;)

If you have any issues or bugs, contact me here: kiwiforgegames@gmail.com

Thanks everyone for playing!
-Timothy. New title will be released October 1 - Meridian: Age of Invention:
Hi Everybody!

Finally, our newest title is ready for release:

http://store.steampowered.com/app/397770

It will come out October 1, 2015 fulfilled with Trading Cards and 25% launch discount. Don't miss it!. App released:
30% launch discount!

Many thanks to all beta testers for your feedback and reports.

Happy Holidays!. CACUE on Steam for One Year!:
Today, April 20th, is the day that Champ Against Chumps Upgrade Edition was released on Steam! CACUE has been on Steam
for one year! Thanks to everyone who has played it! To celebrate this, CACUE will be half off all week until April 27th!
Thanks again!

- Scott S. (@MisterTtocS). New Year's Day 2015 ~ Mini-Update:
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"Daniel, do you understand what you have to do?". Just in time for the holidays.:

We've launched two new mechs, M1KL and Safety Bot! M1KL was inspired by the AI from Archangel's original campaign, and
now fights for the USFF as a light-class mech. Safety Bot was originally created for PWND, (Skydance's Arena Shooter), but
was destined to war for HUMNX as a heavy-class mech. All pilots who've purchased the game can now battle in these new war
machines.

In addition to the new mechs, we've re-tuned Archangel Hellfire based on balancing requests from our community in Discord:
We appreciate all your feedback. Another shout-out and thank you to PeskyCashew for leading the charge on gathering the info
in Discord.

PS: Want to wow someone who has it all this holiday season? Give them a six-story mech and gift Archangel Hellfire while
it's on sale in the Steam Store...
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Thanks for playing and happy holidays!. High Speed™ is now available!:
Hey everyone! We are proud to announce that High Speed™ is now available on Steam!

High Speed™ (1986): designed by Steve Ritchie and inspired by his personal experience, this table puts players in the role of a
driver who is not planning on stopping. Run the red light and suddenly sirens shriek, lights flash, an APB is issued and the police
chase is on! Flying over ramps and careening down freeways, the get-away is fast and furious! This was the first table to use
Williams®' System 11 hardware, the first to play a complete song and it was the first to have a Multi-Ball Jackpot that increased
and carried over from game to game. 17,080 units of this table were produced.

Check out the table in action!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VZNPkSh3YrE

Change List:

- Changed TM to (R) for Gottlieb.

- Added Highspeed

- Added Challenge Mode
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